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DISASTER RELIEF - ODA'S OPERATIONAL ROLE

Just four years ago my predecessor Chris Patten gave an address which

he entitled: Disaster Relief - Where do we go from here?

He made seven suggestions which bear repeating. First we must not be

complacent, but continue to learn and apply the lessons.

Second address the growing problems of disasters caused by war and

civil conflict. Third look at the capacity of NG0s. Fourth consider

ecological problems locally and globally. Fifth apply improvements

in UK arrangements to disaster relief overseas. Sixth improve the

UN Disaster Relief Office. And finally do more in the field of

disaster prevention.

THE 1990s

Those were farseeing thoughts. 	 And they are still relevant to

disaster relief work today. In looking at disaster relief tonight,

I will touch on those issues. But I want to focus on 3 key terms:

the new peacekeeping/humanitarian aid interface;

the use of the military in delivering aid;

and the role of the United Nations.

The need for humanitarian aid grows greater rather than less.

Afghanistan, Armenia, Cambodia, Iraq, Mozambique, Somalia and former

Yugoslavia are all synonymous with humanitarian aid - and civil war.

Robbie Burns' immortal phrase "man's inhumanity to man makes countless

thousand mourn!" was unfortunately never more true. The ending of the

cold war has been followed by a rash of civil conflicts both inside

the former Soviet Union, and also in those countries once strongly

influenced by it. Let us be under no illusions. The problems of

bringing humanítarian aid to the victims of such strife are massive.

Humanitarian aid alone cannot cure the needs of the victims.

Frequently there is not enough of it. Often there are enormous

logistical problems of getting it to the suffering. And - witness



Sarajevo in the last week - sometimes we are refused access by the

very people whom we are trying to help.

There was a time when humanitarian aid was seen as responding to

natural disasters - acts of	 God - that had been wrought on a

defenceless populatíon. In truth, the picture was always a little

more complicated than that.	 But things have changed quite

dramatically in recent years. Over the past two years the main

emergencies we have had to concentrate on have all been created by

man, not by God: Saddam Hussein driving the Kurda out of their honres

in northern Iraq, the former Yugoslav republics disintegrating into

the nastiest kínd of civil war, and Somalia collapsing into anarchy

under ganga of gun-toting teenagers.

Such situations call for a variety of peacekeeping and humanitarian

solutions. Some of the answers are complex: some are very simple.

But the world's expectations	 in this respect are great. 	 Indeed

sometimes too great to fulfil. They are fuelled by the explosion of

media coverage of humanitarian disasters which satellite technology

has given bírth to. Extensive media coverage provokes an ever greater

expectation that those situations will be solved: that something must

be done.

Admittedly there are a few mavericks who say leave well alone. Some

of you will have read James Fenton's ill-informed attack on aid in the

Independent last Monday.	 I know the major NGOs shared my

disappointment with his article and I commend to you their excellent

reply in that paper's letters column last Wednesday. But do James

Fenton and others who think as he does, know what goes on in the

real world? He wasn't there when I touched down in northern Somalia

last week. After landing in Hargeisa I drove into the centre of the

town and the crowds were lining the road six deep waving palm fronda

as if I was their saviour. I don't pretend I can be, any more than

any of us here today could be. But we can and do make a difference.

In Somalia since January 1992 Britain has committed over £40 million

in emergency aid which, as part of a wider international effort, has

without question saved hundreds of thousands of lives.	 I am,
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incidentally, grateful to Nicholas Hinton for welcoming my visit to

northern Somalia in his letter to the Times. I assure you we will

continue to help the ares as much as we can.

MYTHS AND REALITIES

But first, back to basics. There are many myths about disasters

overseas. They are presented so simply by the media. Separating

press fiction from disaster fact is just one of the extra tasks that

my Disaster Unit faces in considering the Government's responses. Of

course, the media plays a major role in informing the public as

disasters occur, but I feel they could do more to inform people about

the effectiveness of disaster relief, and the work that goes on to

prepare for and prevent future disasters. Too many in the media are

content just with the fleeting image of immediate suffering, and

ignore the existence of evaluation and developmental solutions.

Second, the myth that developing countries cannot help themselves in

disaster response. We should not underestimate their real and growing

capacity. This is particularly the case with natural disasters where

most emergency relief in the early critical phases, for instance the

rescue of trapped people, is inevitably provided by local people at

the site of the disaster. Our humanitarian aid is only some 7 per

cent of our aid programe, the rest is long term development

assistance to promote sustainable development and reduce poverty. This

long term aid can play a major role in avoiding disasters. It can for

instance improve safety standards and training; and fund projects
incorporating disaster mitigation measures. More widely the economic

and social development it supports offers the best hope of improving

countries' own capacities to prevent disasters and where necessary,

cope with their after-effects.

Third, the myth that anything we send is bound to be useful. What is

absolutely essential in all circumstances is that the donor community

assesses and addresses the actual needs of the victims. Needs which

will change day by day, even hour by hour.
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There is no single formula for disaster relief. Every disaster must

be individually assessed and each requires its own individual, local

and international response.	 Not every disaster requires the despatch

of high-tech equipment and highly trained personnel, although this

might be seen as the easy way of responding to calls of 'something

must be done'. Sometimes it will be the correct approach. What we

offer must fit in with the actual needs on the ground. Public support

for humanitarian aid greatly influences the mobilisation of help. But

we all operate withín an international and professional context. What

help is gíven must be based on an informed and professional assessment

on the ground.

ROLE OF ODA

I am particularly proud of the record of the ODA in disaster response

and increasingly in disaster mitigation. Within my Emergency Aid

Department I have a Disaster Unit with over 19 years of experience in

providing relief. The Department administered exactly £100 million

in non food humanitarian aid in 1991/92. This year the figure is

already £115 míllion. I do not, I should say, see this as a signal

of success but as	 a sad reflection of the growing demand. The

disasters we face now are certainly more complex than ever before.

But our systems are such chat we plug very quickly into what is going

on around the world. We are at the forefront of aid to the former

Yugoslavia; we are the third largest bilateral donor of humanitarian

aid to Somalia and we have more than done our bit in Iraq. My

examples are illustrative - far from comprehensive. We liaise very

closely with our embassies and NGOs and with the United Nations. Our

resource base is essentially the expertise available in the United

Kingdom in both public and private sectors. That said, the most

effective response, particularly to a sudden onset disaster, is often

making funds available for	 immediate purchases of medicines and

materials in the country concerned.

DISASTER RELIEF INITIATIVE

Each disaster is unique. 	 ODA tailors its response flexibly to

particular needs.	 Consistent with this vital principle, is our

Disaster Relief Initiative, which I launched at the Prime Minister's
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request in August 1991 in the light of our exper.ience helping the

Kurds. It contains three key elements: assessment; coordination; and

deployment. Local relief, supported with international financial

help, will take the initial burden. Our first step is always to

assess exactly what the ODA can do to help. Immediately after the

Erzincan earthquake in Turkey in March 1992, for example, we sent a

senior ODA expert to assess the situation. We alerted relief teams,

but quickly accepted our assessor's advice from the scene that foreign

teams were not needed. It was clear that we could help the victims

more effectively by providing funds and supplies.

Where British relief teams are needed, however, the ODA will send

experienced and trained professionals, drawn from our partner

specialist agencies but working under ODA's direct control and managed

in the field by senior ODA experts. For example, within hours of

receiving the Croatian Government's request to help with the

threatened Peruca dam earlier this month we sent three specialist

engineers to the dam to help the Croatian authorities to avert a

catastrophe. On their advice we chartered an aeroplane to send out

an underwater camera and expert operators to check for further

explosives. Not content with that we also sent a Royal Marines

explosives expert to make absolutely sure that the dam was safe. The

right tailormade responses to the particular need. As with all other

forms of ODA's disaster relief, the teams work under the all-important

principie that they form one contribution to the international relief

effort and must fit in with the work of the UN and other relief

agencies and donor governments. A key element of our approach as with

all of the Disaster Unit's work, is close consultation with the UN

Department of Humanitarian Affairs.

THE ROLE OF THE UNITED NATIONS

This brings me to the crux of my message this evening, that the role

the international community expects the United Nations to play has

changed in a way Chris Patten could not possibly have anticipated four

years ago.
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The end of the cold war, and the events that have followed, have given

new life to the UN. We have new people at the helms of countries in

both east and west in many cases more willing than before to back the

UN. And there are new people in charge of organisations like the

United Nations and its agencies. By collective agreement of its

member states, the United Nations is now looked to for solutions to

complex problems around the world where peacekeeping and humanitarian

aid can be inextricably mixed.

I will never forget the scenes in the refugee camps in Jordan in the

early days of the Iraq crisis; and the difficulty I had in prompting

the UN into action. That is why we started the process which resulted

in the settíng up under General Assembly resolution 46/182 of the UN

Department of Humanitarian Affairs to produce better coordination and

better information flows between the sites of disasters and the

decision makers wherever they are.

Resolution 46/182 is a milestone. 	 It establishes DHA to ensure

effective coordination of the UN as a whole in responding to

emergencies, including the effective integration of political,

humanitarian and security considerations. No one here would claim

that DHA is perfect: but at least it now exists. We shall continue to

support the evolution and improvement of the Department and

particularly of its operational centre in Geneva. I am only sorry

that Jan Eliasson, the Head of the Department, was not able to be with

us as planned this evening to give us his unique perspective.

DHA must be at the forefront of the UN in the complex crises that we

face today. It must be given support in this by donors, by afflicted

countries and by other UN agencies. The DHA need not always take the

lead. We support the lead role of UNHCR in the former Yugoslavia

together with the work of WHO, UNICEF and other agencies fulfilling

their individual mandates.

The job done by DHA in Geneva (the former UN Disaster Relief Office)

is absolutely crucial to our assessment of individual disasters. All

donors and the developing countries must fully coordinate with the DHA
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if our assistance	 ís to be fully effective.	 I welcome the

establishment of registers of expertise by DHA Geneva cataloguing who

can provide what, where and when. As a founder member, as it were,

I can pledge that the British government will continue to support this

and other efforts to improve coordination.

ROLE OF MILITARY

Let me turn now to the civilian/military interface which has been

brought into such stark focus in Iraq, Bosnia and Somalia. 	 In

considering the nature and extent of military involvement in disaster

relief, it is important to distinguish between 	 sudden natural

disascers and more chronic problems such as civil war or famine. The

formar, where first aid is the priority, will rarely call for a major

military response, although there wíll be occasions when the military

can offer the right people in the right place at the right time. The

ODA is delighted to use their services on there occasions. This

happens five or six times a year on average and is always an option

we consider. Last August, for example, we put thirty Royal Engineers

into the Bahamas by Hercules from Belize to help clean up after

Hurricane Andrew.	 RFA Fort Grange did sterling work after the

Bangladesh cyclone of April 1991 with helicopters and fast raider

boats. Last month a Hercules transitting Belize was able, at short

notice and in just	 three days, to fly 100 tons 	 of food within

Guatemala to hungry refugees.

The most vivid current example of civilian and military cooperation

in relieving the suffering caused by civil conflict is in Bosnia. I

saw for myself at the end of January the outstanding partnership

between the ODAs civilians who are delivering aid and the British UN

troops providing protection. Two weeks ago in Somalia I saw the US-

led 'Operation Restore Hope' using forces including our RAF teams to

do exactly that. Until December it was simply impossible to deliver

supplies. Now, as a result of military protection, food is flowing

to those most in need.
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These are examples of the military supporting humanitarian aid by

guaranteeing the safety of those delivering aid, whether it be the

military themselves or other agencies. There remains a clear

distinction between peacekeeping and disaster relief. I understand

your interest this weekend is primarily the latter, but I would like

to comment briefly on the former, in the context of military

intervention in support of humanitarian aid operations.

Military intervention to provide humanitarian aid is clearly a step

not to be undertaken lightly. Each case will have its own peculiar

circumstances requiring careful 	 consideration.	 There will be

political as well as military considerations. Such interventions

should take place under UN auspices and will generally form part of

a UN peacekeeping operation. The conduct of such operations is the

subject of much debate, partícularly with regard to the role and

effectiveness of the UN. For our part, we have suggested some ways

in which the UN might be strengthened to enable it better to conduct

peacekeeping operations. Such operations are, and must continue to

be, the responsibility of the international community as a whole.

Discussion will continue for some time I am sure about the future use

in disaster relief of the military and of organisations like NATO.

NATO and the DHA are currently discussing together NATO's possible

future involvement. We need better coordination and some specific

NATO capabilities may be appropriate. But there is the risk of adding

another layer of bureaucracy. 	 NATO's involvement would raise

political difficulties for some countries. Not all states interested

in disaster relief would be represented in. NATO. Our clear preference

at the moment is to see United Nations institutions strengthened. I

hope the current discussions will find some way in which the military

and NATO can play a part in that strengthening.

NGOs

The role of the NGOs in delivering humanitarian aid continuas to be

crucial. In some cases, as I have just seen in Kenya and Somalia,

they seem to be coping magnificently with the full brunt of a

disaster. In the more complex situations their local experiences and
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contacte can be vital. We support them strongly - we are providing

over £50 million through them for humanitarian relief in the current

financial year. The NGOs are not, of course, perfect. They do not

have huge cadres of experienced staff, very often their work is based

on specific individuals with experience of previous disasters. There

are new areas constantly emerging where NGOs and the UN and donors

must pulí together and learn from each others' experiences.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

I must aleo mention disaster preparedness and mitigation, too often

overlooked today in the hype which surrounds humanitarian relief

events. Some natural disasters are seasonal or can otherwise be

foreseen - preparations can be very effective. Investments can be

made which will literally save lives. Prevention usually really is

better than cure. One example is the massive programe of cyclone

shelter building in Bangladesh which continues well into the 1990s.

Another, DHA Geneva and UNDP coordinating a global programe of

training in disaster management for their own staff and the staff of

local governments. This is vital work which we have been glad to

fund. I am also glad that ODA is supporting the UY National Committee

for the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (1990-

1999).

THE FUTURE

So what next? In our wish to continue and to improve the quality of

our humanitarian assistance, first let us not forget the improving

third world capacity and the need to support that procese.

Circumstances force many poor countries to maintain day by day the

capacity to deal with earthquakes, hurricanes and volcanos. The

Philippines, currently dealing with the Mount Mayon volcano, is a case

in point. If it requires assistance at all it is likely to ask for

very specific skills rather than general search and rescue volunteers.

Ou v- personnel in Bosnia provide specialist responses to special needs:

truck drivers, radio operators, power and mining engineers,

logisticians.
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Second, we must always remember that the victims have the right to

expect that only the best and the most appropriate assistance will be

provided.	 We must continue to improve the comprehensive but

essentially simple international framework whereby appeals for help

are made, needs are assessed and donors informed, and specific offers

made in response.

Third, we must evaluate and refine our response capacity across the

board to be ready whenever requests are received. 	 We in the

United Kingdom must realise that we are part of an international

response mechanism. Nobody expects us to do it all - although they

do expect us to play a full part financially and otherwise. We do so

now, and I can assure you that we shall continue to do so. We will

address real needs by providing the right response at the right time

and by supporting national and international organísations which exist

to ensure that this assistance is on the spot when required. I hope

we can all work together to ensure that that is exactly what happens.

Hay .99
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